Plan Strategies Review Exercise

**Purpose:** The project team needs your input on the plan strategies that fulfill the previously-approved vision, economic, real estate and plan/code/design issues. The draft EDRP lists these four issue areas and recommends strategies to help address and implement future actions. This exercise will have you accept, reject, or modify the strategies to be included in the final EDRP.

**Facilitators:** Give each member of your group a set of worksheets. Ask the group to take 10 minutes (maximum) to review the strategies. Remind them the issues have been previously approved. As the facilitator, you will have an 11x17 version of the chart. After the group has completed its review, ask them to go strategy-by-strategy and “accept”, “reject”, or “modify” the statement. If the group wants to add a new strategy, that is ok. Make a note, and put the strategy on the bottom of the page or on the back, clearly noting which specific issue it addresses.

Simply fill in the consensus response for each strategy on your 11x17 chart. If there is a proposed modification, please write it in. We only want **ONE consensus worksheet per group**.

**Participants:** Read the issues and strategies carefully. Follow the facilitator's instruction for the group consensus exercise.

1. **Review the Issues and Strategies (10-minutes)**
   The facilitator distributes the worksheets. Members have up to 10 minutes to review the strategies.

2. **Table Top Exercise to Validate/Modify Strategies (25-minutes)**
   Record the group’s decision for each strategy (accept, reject, or modify) on the Facilitator worksheet. If there is a proposed modification, the facilitator also will record it on the facilitator worksheet. (Likewise if there are any new strategies proposed by the group.)

3. **Table Reporting of Results (10-minutes)**
   Each table will identify one person to present the results. The materials will be collected and used to confirm agreement across all groups and identify strategies for final consensus later in the Summit.